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ABSTRACT
Teaching is a profession with many demands, and the recent influx of educational technology into the classroom is requiring many teachers and instructors to adapt their methods accordingly. Although educational technology has opened the door to many classroom enrichments, it also places new burdens on teachers, who are often responsible for learning about and implementing these new tools in their classroom. We discuss some ways that educational technology is having a substantial impact on teachers’ roles and workplaces, and explore how we can help to alleviate some of the challenges through novel methods for authoring and sharing software personalizations.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction (HCI).
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INTRODUCTION
Educational technology has grown into a multi-billion-dollar industry with massive investment from governments and industries around the world [15]. Schools are adopting new software and hardware tools at an astonishing rate, and the range of available digital tools is becoming increasingly large to match the high demand [8, 13]. Yet even with the enormous variety of digital classroom tools in use, teachers still face many challenges throughout the process of deciding what tools to use, learning how to use them, and figuring out how to personalize them to best suit their classroom needs [13].

Although it is common for teachers to perform their work in shared physical spaces, schools are an unusual type of workplace in that teachers’ main work-related interactions are with their students, not their colleagues. Teachers are responsible for the well-being and educational enrichment of a class of students, as well as the spaces (both physical and virtual) that they inhabit on a daily basis. Living up to the high demands of the profession, many teachers put in large amounts of time and effort outside of their recognized work hours to plan their lessons, gather ideas, and prepare materials [6, 12].

Furthermore, teachers’ job duties are increasingly shifting to online tasks and interactions. These may include managing and moderating student communications over classroom discussion apps like Microsoft Teams or learning management systems like Moodle, both in class and outside of school hours [10, 14]. Other tasks outside of class might involve collaborating on future activities or sharing ideas with colleagues over social media [13]. These remote duties draw upon teachers’ enthusiasm for engaging their class with fun and interesting lessons, but can nonetheless contribute to common feelings of being overworked and low on spare time [6, 12].

Recent work has shown that the right design of digital classroom tools can lead to substantial improvements in teachers’ classroom awareness and help them better manage their time [1, 11]. In particular, we identify some key opportunities we can help teachers with increasingly asynchronous teaching roles and teachers who perform on-demand training & tech support roles at their school. In our research, we are exploring ways to help teachers overcome some of these difficulties through (and concerning) software personalization, and especially how online communities built for sharing software personalizations can facilitate this.
TEACHING OUTSIDE OF SHARED PHYSICAL SPACES
Remote teaching options such as Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) and smaller-scale public online classes & training have become a relatively large phenomenon in recent years [2]. At the same time, many post-secondary institutions have been providing a variety of online course offerings to students alongside their usual classes. These “distance education” arrangements benefit students who would otherwise not be able to attend classes in person, and some post-secondary instructors have even begun to teach regularly through these online means, in addition to (or instead of) in-person teaching.

As a result, teaching roles have begun a gradual shift toward working outside of shared physical spaces, instead fulfilling many teaching duties behind a computer screen. Furthermore, these remote teaching duties are substantially more asynchronous than traditional in-person ones, as lessons and lectures can be written or recorded well in advance of students consuming them. Answering student questions similarly becomes more asynchronous in these scenarios, compared to the immediacy of in-person Q&A (such as during class or office hours). Interestingly, some teachers have found ways to fight back against this growing asynchrony, for instance by offering “online office hours” during which they commit to answering incoming student questions over email or discussion forum in real time. Other initiatives have aimed to bring a more synchronous feel to distance education through technologies like video-conferencing [7, 9] and educational intelligent agents [14].

Considering the many positive effects that immediacy and co-location with teacher and classmates can have on a student’s learning outcomes [3, 4], there are certainly many more opportunities to improve these aspects of distance education for students. However, it is just as important that we consider how these asynchronous modes of teaching may impact how teachers view their role in the absence of a physical classroom, and what it means for their job satisfaction and well-being when engaging only remotely with their classes.

ON-DEMAND TEACHING AND SECONDARY ROLES
Roles often considered adjacent to teaching are those of IT support and technology training in schools. However, past work has highlighted how more tech-savvy teachers often fulfill secondary duties as “tech support hubs” for their school [13]. These teachers take extra time out of their day to educate their colleagues on emerging technologies and how to use them effectively in the classroom, while also helping to troubleshoot technology problems for others at their school. Despite being ancillary to their more structured teaching role, the ad hoc nature of these tech support duties can be challenging for teachers to cope with on top of an already-busy work day. In particular, teachers who perform these tech support and training duties in an unofficial capacity (as opposed to a district-mandated
SOFTWARE PERSONALIZATION CAN HELP

Many teachers (particularly in K-12) personalize their physical classrooms to better suit the grade level, subject, student needs, and personal preferences. Nowadays, this personalization extends to digital spaces as well, with teachers often having wide latitude to introduce new software applications into their digital classroom ecosystem and modify those applications’ settings as they see fit. Furthermore, research has begun to explore the benefits of online communities where peer groups share and collaborate on software personalizations [5]. These personalization sharing communities are one promising way to address some of the challenges outlined above. For instance, tech support hubs who spend a great deal of time helping other teachers set up, customize, and maintain their software systems could rely on online communities to simplify the process of distributing new customizations to their colleagues, or to seek out new ideas and collaboration opportunities from broader peer groups. Furthermore, some of the budding ideas for improving the experience of teachers in asynchronous teaching environments could become much more active and widespread through such sharing communities. We are only beginning to scratch the surface how to improve teachers’ ability to personalize their digital environments, but the potential benefits to both teachers and their students are vast.

CONCLUSION

There are a variety of ripe and challenging design opportunities to improve how teachers experience their many on-demand roles and how they navigate the increasing aspects of their job that take place outside of the classroom. By exploring how software personalization in online communities can help to address the asynchrony of distance education and lower the impact of on-demand tech support roles on busy teachers, we can make a positive difference in quality of work and education.
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